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ON THE CRITICAL SEMILINEAR WAVE EQUATION 
OUTSIDE CONVEX OBSTACLES 

HART F. SMITH AND CHRISTOPHER D. SOGGE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall show that certain estimates for the Euclidean wave 
equation also hold on Riemannian manifolds with smooth, strictly geodesically 
concave boundaries. By the last condition, we understand that the second fun-
damental form on the boundary of the manifold is strictly positive definite. We 
shall then give two applications of our estimates. First, we shall show that if 
n is the exterior of a smooth, compact, and strictly convex obstacle ~ c lle , 
then there exists a unique global, smooth solution to the critical wave equation 
in R+ x n: 

{ 
Du = -us, t > 0, 
u(O, x) = I(x) E C'O(n) , 
u(t, x) = 0, x E an, 

(1.1) atu(O, x) = g(x) E coo(n) , 

assuming that the data (I, g) satisfies a necessary compatibility condition aris-
ing from the Dirichlet boundary condition. The corresponding result for the 
critical free wave equation in R+ xR3 is due to Grillakis [41, following earlier 
work of Rauch [221 and Struwe [33]. Our other application will be to show that 
the eigenfunction estimates of the second author [27] carry over to the setting of 
compact Riemannian manifolds with strictly geodesically concave boundaries. 
The two-dimensional version of this theorem and also the L 00 estimates are 
due to Grieser [3]. 

Let Og = a2/at2 -Ilg be the wave operator associated to our Riemannian 
manifold (n, g) , which we assume has strictlygeodesically concave boundary 
an. In what follows, we assume that n is either compact, or is the exterior 

. domain in Rn to a compact obstacle. Our most important estimates concern 
the Cauchy problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions: 

(1.2) { 
0gv(t, x)= 0, 
v(O, x) = I(x) , 
VIRxoQ = O. 

atV(O, x) = g(x) , 
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Our most basic inequality is that, if n = dim n ;::: 2 , 
(1.3) IIvll 2(0+(> ::; CTllfIlH· !(O) + CTlIgllh-t(O) , L n- ([0, T]xO) 

where bY refers to the homogeneous L 2 Sobolev space with }' derivatives. For 
the Euclidean metric on Rn , this estimate is due to Strichartz, and is equivalent 
to his generalization of the Stein-Tomas restriction theorem for the Fourier 
transform: 

( r 1 F(lel , e) 12 dl):el ) 1/2 ::; ClIPIl 2(n+l) I • JR" ... L Ii+J (JR +n) 
In this case, simple scaling arguments show that if ( 1.3) holds for a given T > 0, 
then it holds with the same constant for all T > O. These scaling arguments 
break down when there is an obstacle, and so far we can only show that (1.3) 
holds with a constant depending on T. Fortunately, these "local" inequalities 
are sufficient for our applications. 

Our proof of (1.3) easily gives two related inequalities. First of all, for our 
application involving the critical semilinear wave equation, we shall need the 
estimates 

Cl.4) IIvll ---1L- ::; CTllfllh1(o) + CTlIgIIL2(O) , 
L/"-2)q-2" L~([O, T]xO) 

if 6 ::; q < 00 when n = 3, or if n~2 ::; q ::; n~3 when n ;::: 4. We shall also 
prove that 

(1.5) lIuIlL~L:([O, T]xO) ::; CTllfllhaq(o) + CTlIglI~q-l(o) , 

if 2~n':-l) ~ q < 00 and a q = n( t - ~ ) - !. The Euclidean version of C 1.4) is due 
to Pecher [21]. The version of C1.5) for Riemannian manifolds without bound-
ary was proved by Mockenhaupt, Seeger and the second author [19]. As we shall 
see in §4, C 1'.5) immediately yields sharp L q estimates for eigenfunctions. 

The general strategy behind the proof of (1.3) and the related inequalities 
(1.4) and (1.5) is to exploit L2 continuity of certain operators to reduce consid-
erationto operators which are similar to those on a manifold without boundary. 
For example, we shall see that it suffices to consider the case where the data is 
supported a fixed distance from the boundary, which will allow us to use the 
parametrix construction of Melrose and Taylor for the wave group of C 1.2). 

In order to prove (1.3)-(1.5), we then need show only that the "glancing" part 
of the parametrix satisfies the same bounds. The estimates for the other terms 
in the parametrix follow from the smoothing estimates for Fourier integrals in 
[19]. The glancing term in the parametrix takes the form 

f /(J(x ,':)+it'l (A+CC(X, c;»a(x, c;) + A~Cc(x, c;»b(x, e») 
Ai ---x T"o(c;»KCf, g)ce) de , 

+ 
where () and C are solutions of an eikonal equation, a and b are standard 
symbols of order 1/6 and -1/6, respectively, and K is a standard Fourier 
integral operator of order zero on f, and order -Ion g. Since the right 
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sides of the inequalities all involve L 2 , we can exploit the L 2 continuity of 
standard Fourier integral operators to reduce matters to the case g = 0 and 
K = Identity. Similarly, since the Airy quotient (Ai/A+)(Co) ' which contributes 
to the scattering relation, is an L 2 mUltiplier, we can also replace it by 1. 
Following an idea of Zworski [37], we then split up the resulting operator into 
two parts: a "main term", which is a Fourier integral operator with symbol 
of type (2/3, 1/3), and with a canonical relation coming from the free wave 
equation, plus a "diffractive" term. The arguments in [19] apply to Fourier 
integrals with type (2/3, 1/3) symbols. Since the diffractive term is small away 
from a small neighborhood of 00., it turns out that it too can be handled by 
our proposition saying that smoothing estimates hold for Fourier integrals of 
type (2/3, 1/3). This finishes the proof of our estimates for the linear equation 
( 1.2). 

The key to establishing global existence for (1.1) is to show that, if the data 
(J, g) has compact support, and if u is a smooth solution to (1.1) in a half 
open strip [0, to) x 0. , then u must be uniformly bounded by some constant in 
that strip. Local existence and regularity theorems then imply global existence 
and regularity. 

To establish the uniform bounds on u, by compactness it suffices to show that 
u is bounded in a neighborhood of each given point (to' xo) , where Xo E O. 
We prove the latter using ideas from Grillakis [5], Kapitanski [9], Shatah and 
Struwe [23], and Struwe [33]. Our approach is somewhat different in that we 
only use (1.4) and not (1.3). This has two advantages. First, the proof of 
the key fact that the energy cannot concentrate at (to' xo) is somewhat more 
direct. Moreover, it is much more convenient to use only (1.4) in our setting 
since it immediately implies estimates for the inhomogeneous wave equation 
(see Corollary 2.2), whereas proving the natural Strichartz estimates for the 
inhomogeneous wave equation outside of an obstacle appears to be considerably 
more technical than the proof of (1. 3), since it is not possible to fully exploit 
L 2 in that case. 

Let us now sketch the proof that u cannot blow up at (to' xo)' As in [5], 
[23], the first step is to show that the L 6 part of the energy associated to (1.1) 
cannot concentrate at (to' xo) : 

( 1.6) lim 
1/10 I 

Ix-xoI90 - t 
xEO 

The proof of (1.6) follows Struwe [33], exploiting an identity of Morawetz. If 
Xo E 00., then convexity of the obstacle is required at this step for the flux 
across the boundary to have the correct sign. A bootstrap argument involving 
(1.4) and (1.6) then shows that u E L:L~2(Ko)' where Ko is the domain of 
influence for {( to' xo)} : 

Ko={(t,x): Ix-xol:Sto-t, (t,X)E[O,to)xO}. 

The next step is to use estimate (1.4) to see that u E L;L~2(Ko) implies 0tU E 

L'; L!(Ko)' We then use the energy inequality for the linear wave equation to 
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see that the total energy cannot concentrate at (to' XO) : 

lim 
t/'to f 

Ix-xoI90 - t 
xEn 

\ \2 2 6 
( °tU + IV' xul l.!1..- ) d = 0 2 + 6 x . 

We then repeat these arguments to see that, for some t5 > 0, 

if K; = {(t, x) E lR+ x Q: 0::; t < to and Ix - xol < t5 + to - t}. 

Energy estimates then imply that fl.xu E Lr:;' L~(K;). By Sobolev's Theorem, we 
conclude that U must be bounded in a neighborhood of (to' xo) in [0, to) x Q , 
finishing the proof that there cannot be blowup. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we establish inequal-
ities (1.3)-(1.5). Then, in §3, we tum to global existence for (1.1), while in §4 
we present the simple argument showing that (1.5) implies sharp eigenfunction 
estimates, thus extending results of Grieser [3]. 

It is a pleasure to thank the people who helped us with this paper. First of 
all, we are very grateful to H. Lindblad and M. Machedon for helping us to 
understand some points in [5] and [23]. We are also indebted to R. Melrose for 
showing us how to prove local existence and regularity fOT (1.1). 

2. SMOOTHING ESTIMATES FOR THE WAVE EQUATION 
OUTSIDE CONVEX OBSTACLES 

Let (Q, g) be either a smooth n-dimensional compact Riemannian man-
ifold with C JO boundary, or Q = lRn\&, where &' is compact with smooth 
boundary. We shall assume that n 2:: 2 and that oQ is strictly geodesically 
concave throughout. 

Let fl.g be the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to g. In the case where 
Q = lRn\&, , we assume that we can globally write 

n n jk 
fl.g = L g (X)OjOk + L aix)oj , 

j,k=l j=1 

where the coefficients belong to a bounded subset of COO and the principal part 
is uniformly elliptic. 

We denote the wave operator corresponding to fl.g by 
2 2 

Dg=o /ot -fl.g . 

In this section we shall be interested in estimates for the Cauchy problem with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions: 

(2.1 ) { 
Dgv(t, x) = 0, 
v(O, x) = f(x) , 
vlRxan = O. 

0tv(O, x) = g(x), 
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If fty (0) denotes the homogeneous L 2 -Sobolev space with y derivatives: 

IIfllilY(Q) = II (J-d g r fIlL2(Q)' 0 < y < nl2 , 
then we shall prove the following 
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Theorem 2.1. Let Sr = [0, T] x 0 with 0 < T < 00. Then there is a constant 
C = C(T) such that 

(2.2) IIvIlL2~'::)(ST) ~ Cllfllil!(Q) + ClIgllil-!(Q)' 

Also. if n;::: 3 
(2.3) 

provided that 6 ~ q < 00 when n = 3. and that n~2 ::; q ~ n~3 if n ;::: 4. 
with C depending on T. and on T and q if n = 3. Finally, if n ;::: 2 and 
2~~l) ~ q < 00, then there is a constant C = C(T, q) so that 

(2.4) IIvIlL!L~(sT) ~ CllfllJt>q(Q) + CllgllJt>q-I(Q)' Ci.q = n(t - ~) - t· 
Estimate (2.2) is a generalization of Strichartz's estimate in [32] for the free 

wave equation in RxRn • The fact that (2.2) holds on manifolds without bound-
ary was proved by Kapitanski [10], and, also, independently by Mockenhaupt, 
Seeger and the second author [19]. Inequality (2.3) generalizes the correspond-
ing estimates for R x Rn which are due to Pecher [21]. To show that there is 
global existence for (1.1) we shall require the following immediate consequence 
of (2.3). 
Corollary 2.2. Let u solve the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions . 

Then 
(2.5) 

{ 
Dgu(t, x) = F(t, x) , 

u(O, x) = f(x) , 0tu(O, x) = g(x), 
ulRx8Q = O. 

provided that q and C are as in Theorem 2.1. 
That (2.3) yields (2.5) follows from the fact that 

sintJ-dg t sin(t - S)J-Ilg 
u(t, .)=costJ-llgf+ A g+ io A F(s, ·)ds, -Ilg 0 -dg 

while the solution to the Cauchy problem (2.1), v, is given by 

sintJ-dg 
v(t, .)=costJ-Agf+ A g. 
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Hence, one gets (2.5) from (2.3) simply by using Minkowski's integral inequal-
ity. Notice that since cos toJ -,1.g and sin toJ -,1.g are bounded on ilY , the 
formula for v also implies that, in proving Theorem 2.1, we may take T to be 
an arbitrary, fixed small positive number. 

Inequality (2.4) generalizes estimates of Mockenhaupt, Seeger and the last 
author [19]. As we shall see in §4, (2.4) immediately leads to sharp eigenfunction 
estimates on compact manifolds with concave boundary. 

Let us now tum to the proof of our estimates. Notice that the right sides of 
the inequalities in Theorem 2.1 all involve L 2 Dirichlet-Sobolev spaces. The 
first step in the proof is to exploit this to reduce matters to proving two types of 
estimates. The first involves a "main term", which looks like the type of operator 
arising in the boundaryless case, except that its symbol is of type (2/3, 1/3) 
rather than (1,0). The other estimate involves a "diffractive term", which can 
essentially be handled using the arguments for the main term. 

To make this reduction, we may assume that the metric g is extended 
smoothly across the boundary, so that 0 is a geodesically concave subset of 
a complete Riemannian manifold .Q, which we assume to be either compact or 
IRn. By the free wave equation, we mean the wave equation on .Q, where the 
data (f, g) has been extended to Q by an extension operator preserving the 
Sobolev spaces. By a broken geodesic in 0, we mean a geodesic that is allowed 
to reflect off 80 according to the reflection law for g. 

As we remarked before, it suffices to consider T small. We shall take T = 
0/2 , where 0 is a constant to be fixed below. Let 

o ST = { (t, x) E ST : d(x, (0) < 0 } . 

On the complement of S~ in ST' the solution v(t, x) equals the solution to 
the free wave equation on Q, for which, as we pointed out before, the estimates 
are known. It therefore suffices to establish each of the estimates for the norm o over ST' 

The wave group 

u(t) = (costA Si1{'J 
-J-,1.g sin tJ-,1.g costJ-,1.g 

which maps data at time 0 to data at time t, is an isomorphism on ilQ(O) x 
Jr-I(Q). Consequently, it suffices to establish the estimates over S~ for the 
function 

sin(to + . )J -,1.g 
v(j, g):= cos (to + . )J-,1.g/ + A g, 

-,1. 
g 

for some to' 
Strict geodesic concavity of Q implies the existence of Co > 0, such that if 

to is less than some fixed constant, then whenever y(s) is a unit speed broken 
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geodesic in n with d(y(O) , an) :::; cot~ , one has: 
2 (2.6) d(y(s) , an) 2: Co to' s E [to 12 , 4to]· 
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We now define a set wen. A point p lies in w if there exists a unit 
speed broken geodesic with 1'(0) = p, and d(y(to + t), an) :::; 2c5 for some 
t E (-0,0]. We assume 20 < cot~, so that w is a compact subset of n with 

2 d(w, an) 2: Co to . 
The singularities of the Schwartz kernel of the wave group are contained in the 
set of (t, x, y) such that there exists a broken geodesic segment of length t 
from x to y. (See, e.g., (7].) Thus, there is a smooth function o(x) supported 
in w, such that the Schwartz kernel of the operator U(t + to) . (1 - 0) lies in 
COO(s:. x n). Since we are integrating over compact sets, the desired estimates 
are immediate for this operator, so we are reduced to estimating v(f, g) for 
data (f, g) supported in w. We remark that, for functions sUPQorted in 
w, the norms of itt(n), for 0 < n12, are comparable to the norms of the 
nonhomogeneous Sobolev space Ha(lRn) , so we shall henceforth work with the 
latter norms on the data f and g. 

To analyze the wave group, we let ..10 denote the Laplacian on Q. We define 
the operator .9f , which maps a pair of functions on Q to a function on lR. x an, 
by 

.9f(f, g) = (cos (to + . hj-..1of + sin(to~ g) I . 
o Illxon 

We also let L denote the forward solution to the Dirichlet problem for Dg 
on lR. x n. Thus, if h is a function on lR. x an which vanishes for t :::; -to' 
then L h is the solution on lR. x n to: 

{ 
DgLh 
Lh 

. LhlRxan =h. 

= 0, 
=0, if t:::; -to' 

We then have, for t E (-to' T] and for data (f, g) supported in w, 
v(f, g) = vo(f, g) - L.9f+(f, g). 

Here, .9f + is the operator .9f smoothly cutoff on the right to t E [- to' to] , and 
vo(f, g) is the free solution on It x Q. 

The cotangent bundle of lR. x an is divided into three disjoint, time-indepen-
dent conic sets: the hyperbolic and elliptic regions where the Dirichlet prob-
lem is respectively hyperbolic and elliptic, and the glancing region which is the 
boundary between the two. We write the identity operator as 

I = fIh + fIe + fIg , 
where fIh and fIe are time-independent conic pseudodifferential cutoffs, es-
sentially supported strictly inside the hyperbolic and elliptic regions, and fIg is 
essentially supported in a small conic set about the glancing region, on which 
the Melrose-Taylor construction of L is valid. 
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On S~, we can write v(f, g) as the sum of four terms: 
voCf, g) - Llle.9t+Cf, g) - Lllh.9t+Cf, g) - Lllg.9t+Cf, g). 

For the first term, vo(J, g), the desired estimates follow as in the bound-
aryless case. 

The projection of any characteristic direction for og onto T*(JR. x an) is 
contained in the hyperbolic or glancing regions, so that 

Llle.9t+ = 0, 
where == denotes equality modulo smoothing operators. The estimates for the 
second term are then trivial. 

On the essential support of llh ' the forward Dirichlet problem for og can 
be solved locally, modulo smoothing kernels, on an open set in JR. x 0 around 
an. Precisely, there is an operator L, from JR. x an to JR. x 0, and a constant 
t 1 ' so that acting on data supported by t E [- t) , t d : 

DoL = 0, t E [-2t) , 2t d ' 
(L-L)llh =0. 

We remark that t) is comparable to the shortest time it takes a bicharacteristic 
over the essential support of llh' entering O\n, to intersect an again. 

We assume that to:::; t) . Set 

1 = Lllh.9t+(f, g)lt=-to ' 

g = atLllh.9t+(J, g)lt=-to • 

The operator (J, g) - (] , g) is a matrix of classical Fourier integral operators, 
of the same order as the wave group, associated to the relation of "reflection 
about an". We can take the data (], g) to be compactly supported in O\n, 
and hence 

1I]1IH"(Rn) + IIgllH"-J(Rn) :::; C IIJIIH"(Rn) + C IIglIH"-J(Rn) . 

On S~, we then have 

Lllh.9t+Cf, g) = vo(]' g). 
The estimates for the third term then follow as for the first term, and so we are 
left with estimating the last term. 

We decompose this term by writing llg as a finite sum of pseudodifferential 
cutoffs, each essentially supported in a suitably small conic neighborhood of a 
glancing ray. Each term in the resulting sum can be written, modulo a smoothing 
operator, in the form 

f ei8(x.~)+it'l (A+(C(X, ~))a(x, ~) + A~(C(x, ~))b(x, ~)) 

Ai -x A(CO(~))K(J, g)(~) d~ , 
+ 
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where the symbols and phases have the following properties. First of all, a 
and b are symbols of type (1,0) and order 1/6 and -1/6, respectively, 
both of which are supported in a small conic neighborhood of the e I-axis. 
Witl) this normalization, the operator K is a classical Fourier integral operator, 
compactly supported on both sides, of order 0 on f and order -Ion g. The 
phases 8 and, are real, smooth and homogeneous in e of degree 1 and 2/3, 
respectively. If local coordinates are chosen so that Q is given by xn > 0, the 
phases satisfy the eikonal equations 

(2.7) { 
e~ - (dx8 , dx~) x + '( dx' , dx') x = 0, 
(dx8, dxC}x - 0, 

,(x' ,0, e) == 'o(e) = -e~I/3en ' 
in the region '(x, e) :::; o. Here, x' = (Xl' ••• , X n_l ) , and (, }x denotes the 
inner product given by g'. The phases also satisfy these equations to infinite 
order at xn = 0 in the region where ,> o. For further discussion and proofs, 
we refer the reader to the manuscript [18] of Melrose and Taylor. 

By the L 2 continuity of K , to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1 we thus need 
only to show that the operator 

(2.8) 
Af(t, x) = f ei8(x ,~)+it~1 ( A+ ('(x, e» a(x , e) + A~ ('(x, e» b(x , e») 

x ~i ('o(e»/(e) de 
+ 

satisfies 

(2.2') 

(2.3') 

and 

(2.4') 

if the norms on the left side are taken over {(t, x) : Xn > 0, l(t, x)1 < Jo}' 
with Jo > 0 small. 

To prove these estimates it is convenient to split the operator A into two 
parts: a main term and a diffractive term. To this end, let X(s) be a smooth 
function satisfying 

sUPPX ~ (-00, -1] , supp (1 - X) ~ [-2, 00) . 

We write this operator as the sum of two terms, 

A=S+T, 
by decomposing 

A+(,(x, e» = (1 - x)A+)(,(x, e» + (XA+) ('(x ,e» , 
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and letting the "main term" be defined by 

T f(t, x) = ! eiO(x ,~)+it~1 ( (XA+)«((x, ~)) a(x, ~) 

+ (XA+)' «((x , ~)) b(x , ~)) ~~ «(o(~)](~) d~ . 
The "diffractive term" is then defined by 

Sf(t, x) = ! eifi(X,~)+ill;lq(x, ~)J(~) d~ , 
where 

q(x, ~) = (((1 - X)A+)«((x, ~)) a(x, ~) 

+ (1 - X)A+)' «((x, ~)) b(x, ~)) ~~ «(o(~)). 
(2.9) 

We shall postpone the proof of the following, since the arguments for estimating 
the diffractive term are similar to those that will be used for the main term. 

Proposition 2.3. The operator f 1-+ Sf(t, x) satisfies the analogues of (2.2'), 
(2.3') and (2.4'). 

To estimate the main term, we first use the fact that 

I ~~~:~ I ~ 2, s E RL 

Consequently, the estimates for T follow from showing that the operator 
(2.10) 

f ~ I eiO(x ,1;)+itl;l ( (XA+)«((x , ~)) a(x , ~) + (XA+), «((x , ~)) b(x , ~)) l(~) d~ 

satisfies the same bounds. 
Next, following [37, Lemma 4.1], we write (XAJ in terms of its Fourier 

transform to express the Schwartz kernel of this operator in the form I eiO(x, 1;)+ill;l +isl;;-2/3 ,(X, 1;)+;s3 /3l;~ -i(y, 1;) 

x ~;2/3'1' + (~;2/3 s) [ a(x , e) + s e;2/3 b(x , e) ] ds de . 

The function 'I' + is a symbol of order 0 on R, hence the symbol 

-2/3 -2/3 [ -2/3b ] e1 'I'+(e1 s) a(x,e)+se, (x,e) 

belongs to the class S0;~2'/3 (Rn , Rn+ 1). The phase function 

O(x, e) + tel + se;2/3 (x, e) + S3 /3e~ - (y, e) 

parameterizes a Lagrangian submanifold A of T*(R~~: x R;), such that the 
projection on the left factor is contained in the characteristic variety of Do' 
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The operator (2.10) is then a Fourier integral operator, of order ° and type 
(2/3, 1/3), associated to the canonical relation A. We cannot directly apply 
Proposition 2.4 below to this operator, because A is not the identity at t = ° . 
However, by [37, Lemma 3.1] (see also [25, Lemma 5.2]), the restriction of 
this Lagrangian manifold to t = ° is the graph of a canonical transformation 
(denoted by Ao in the appendix of [25]). The canonical relation AoA~l is thus 
the flowout of a conical subset of the diagonal at t = 0 under the bicharacteristic 
flow of Do' By the Lax construction, the Lagrangian manifold A 0 A~ I can be 
parameterized by a phase function 

qJ(t, x, e) - (y, e) , 

where, if 
p(x, e) = V'L gjk(x)ejek 

denotes the principal symbol of ,1.g' then 

(2.11) qJ(O, x, e) = x . e and qJ; = p(x , qJ~). 

For the final step in the reduction, we take G and H to be classical Fourier 
integral operators of order 0, respectively associated to the canonical relations 
~ I and Ao ' such that 1 - G 0 H is smoothing on the appropriate conic set. 
By continuity of H on HOt(R.n ) , we are reduced to considering the mapping 
properties of the operator 

f - / eiO(x,~)+it~1 ((XA+)(C(X, e»a(x, e) 

+ (xA+),(,(x, e))b(x, e))G](e) de. 

This is a Fourier integral operator of order 0, of type (2/3, 1/3), associated 
to the relation A 0 ~ I. By the equivalence of phase function theorem, [6, 
Theorem 3.2.1], and the discussion following Proposition 25.3.3 of [7], it can 
thus be written in the form (modulo a smoothing operator): 

(2.12) f - / eirp(t ,x ,~) c(t, x, e) lee) de , 

where c(t, x, e) is a symbol in S~f3,l/3(R.I+n X R.n). The estimates for this 
term now follow from: 

Proposition 2.4. Suppose that a(t, x, e) E S;;~.1/3(al+n x an) is supported in a 
small conic neighborhood of the e I axis, and is supported by (t, x) in a small 
ball, and suppose that qJ (t , x ,e) satisfies (2.11). If we, define W by 

Wf(t, x) = / /!P(t,x'~)a(t,x,e)l(e)de, 

then the following estimates hold. First, 

(2.13) 1\ W fll 2(n+l) ::; CllfIlL2(JRn) , Jl = L 
L n-l (RHn) .. 
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Also, if a q is as in (2.3) and 2~~/) 5. q < 00, 

(2.14) II W fIlL~L;(JRI+n) 5. CllfIlL2(]Rn) , J1 = a q • 

Finally, if n 2: 3, and if 6 5. q < 00 for n = 3, or n~2 5. q 5. n~3 for n 2: 4, 
then 

(2.15) IIWfll ~ 5. CllfIIL2(JRn) , J1 = 1. 
Lin- 2)q-2n Li(R 1+n) 

If the ph~se is replaced by x· e + itlel, and a is independent of (t, x), 
then (2.13) is due to Strichartz [32]. The version with qJ as above and a a 
type (1,0) symbol is due to Kapitanski [10] and Mockenhaupt, Seeger and the 
second author [19]. Under these assumptions, (2.14) was also proved in [19]. 
The Euclidean version of (2.15) is due to Pecher [21], except for the endpoint 
in higher dimensions which is due to Lindblad and the second author [12]. 

As in these papers, the first step in the proof of Proposition 2.4 is to reduce 
matters to proving more symmetric inequalities involving dual spaces. Specifi-
cally, if we set 

(TF)(t, x) = (WW* F)(t, x) 

= J J /~(t,x ,c;)-j~(s,y,c;) a(t, x, e)a(s, y, e) F(s, y) dedsdy , 

then the three inequalities are equivalent to 

(2.13') 

(2.14') 

(2.15') IITFII 2 5. ClIPIl ~ . 
L}"-2)$-2n L~(IRI+n) L/n-(n-4)q Lt:r (JR 1+n ) 

To see, for instance, that (2.13') implies (2.13), notice that the dual version 
of the latter is 

IIW*FIIL2(Rn) 5. ClIPIl 2(n+{) • 
L n+ (lR!+n) 

But 

and hence the estimate for T implies the one for W. Similar reasoning applies 
to the other two inequalities. 

Next, as in [19], we reduce matters to proving uniform dyadic estimates. 
Since all of the exponents on the left sides of (2.13') - (2.15') are 2 2 and all 
the ones on the right sides are 5. 2, one can use Littlewood-Paley theory (see 
also [28, pp. 221-222]) to see that it suffices to prove estimates for 

(T).F)(t, x) = II /~(t,x,c;)-j~(s,y,c;)p(lel/A) 
x aCt, x, e)a(s, y, <!) F(s, y) d<!dsdy , 
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00 

" -k L.J P(2 s) = 1 , s > 2. 
k=l 

Specifically, 
(2.13") 

(2.13') - (2.15') are equivalent to the uniform dyadic estimates 

IITAFII 2(n+1) ::; ClIFIl 2(n+l) 1 ' 
L n-I (Jtl + n ) L n+l (Il +n) 

(2.14") 

(2.15") IITAFIILI(n_1)~_2n L~(RI+n) ::; ClIFIIL,2n-fi-4)q LJ-:r (Rl+n) , 

where A = 2k ~ 1. (The part corresponding to 1c;1 ::; 2 is trivial to estimate 
since the symbols vanish outside of a compact subset of ]Rl+/I .) 

We have so far proceeded as in [19) and [12). However, since the symbols 
here are of type (2/3, 1/3), and not of type (1, 0) , we need to make a further 
decomposition. Fix P E C;'(R) satisfying p(s) = 1 near 0, and p(s) = 0 if 
lsi ~ 1 . We then let 

with 
(T~ F)(t, x) = !! ei(ll(t.x .c!)-i(ll(s,y.c!) p(A l / 3(t - s))P(Ic;I/A) 

x a(t, x, c;)a(s, y, C;) F(s, y) dC;dsdy. 

The two pieces will be handled differently. The kernel of T~ is supported in a 
suitably small set, and we shall estimate it by freezing coefficients. To estimate 
T} , we shall be able to use the standard stationary phase arguments behind 
the proofs of (2.13") - (2.14") for type (1,0) symbols. For type (2/3, 1/3) 
symbols these stationary phase arguments break down if It - sl is smaller than 
r l / 3 , which motivates the decomposition. We also point out here that the 
argument we are describing breaks down for symbols of type (p, 1 - p) if 
p < 2/3; however, we suspect that the result might hold if p = 1/2. 

Let us first estimate the term 'If. To establish the estimates (2.13") - (2.15") 
for this piece, it suffices to establish them with both the variables (t, x) and 
(s, y) restricted to lie in a cube in ]R/I+I of sidelength comparable to rl/3. 

To see this for the estimate (2.13"), let P/I = 2~~11) , and decompose ST into 
disjoint cubes Q of sidelength A- I/ 3 • We then have 

liTO FIIPn = "lIx TO FliP. , A Pn L.J Q A p. 
Q 

where XQ is the characteristic function of Q. 
The integral kernel K~(t, x, s, y) of TAO vanishes if Is - tl ~ rlf3. If 

Is - tl ~ Al/ 3 ,and Ix - yl ~ COA- I/ 3 , then the phase 
rp(t, x, c;) - rp(s, y, c;) 
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has no critical points with respect to ~I ' so that 

IK~(t,x,s,y)l:::;eNrNvN, if Ix-YI~eorlf3. 

It therefore suffices to estimate 

L IlxQ Tlo XQ• FII~: ' 
Q 

where Q* is the dilate of Q by some fixed factor independent of A. If we 
establish the estimates (2.13") uniformly for the XQ ~ XQ• , then we can control 

L IlxQ T~XQ.FII~: :::; el L IIXQ.FII~~ :::; e211F1I~~ , 
Q Q 

where the last inequality holds since Pn > P~, and the Q* have fixed finite 
overlap. 

Similar considerations show that for the estimates (2.14") and (2.15") also 
it suffices to restrict both (t, x) and (s, y) to lie in a cube of side length com-
parable to r 1/3 . 

Now let Q be a fixed cube in IRn+1 of sidelength A -1/3. We label the lower 
left-hand comer of Q by (0,0) for convenience, but do not use the special 
form of the phase at t = O. Let 

b ): 1/3 l(t, x, s, y, ..,) = p(A (t - s)) P(I~I/A)a(t, x, ~) a(s, y, ~) , 

and write 

bl(t, x, s, y, ~) = bl(O, 0, s, y, ~) + fal 0tbl(r, 0, s, y, ~) dr + ... 

+ t ... rn 0t" .ox bl(r, ZI' ••• , zn' S, y, ~)drdz. 10 10 n 

The estimates (2.13) - (2.15) each hold if the symbol a of Proposition 2.4 is 
independent of (t, x), since a(~) then acts as an L2 multiplier. We use this, 
for instance, to deduce 

o 
IITl FII 2(n+1) 

L n-I (Q) 

:::; ell f f ejx'~-j"'(S'Y'~)bl(O' 0, s, y, ~)F(s, y) d~dsdy t2(Rn ) + ... 

r! r1 
+ e fa ... fa "J f eiX'~-jrp(S'V'~)Ot' "oxn b).(r, z, s, y,~) 

XF(s,y)d~dsdYI12 drdz. 
L (IRn) 

Each derivative of bl(t, x, S, y,~) in (t, x) loses a factor of A 1/3 , but this is 
exactly compensated by the integral over (r, z), so that it suffices to establish 
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uniform estimates for fixed (r, z). By duality, we would be done if we could 
establish, for instance, the estimate 

II!! /,(s ,y ,.;) b;. (0, 0, s, y, e)l(c.) det \":J) (Q) ~ CllfIl L 2 (lR") • 

This now follows by using the same argument to freeze the variables (s, y). 
Similar considerations apply to the estimates (2.14") - (2.15"), which con-

cludes the estimates for the term T;. 
To estimate T;.I and finish the proof of Proposition 2.4 we need the following 

straightforward stationary phase lemma whose proof we postpone for now. 

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that a(t, x, C.) E S:;;i,I/3 is supported in a small conic 
neighborhood of (0,0, (1, ... ,0)) E ]R1+n x (Rn\O), and let Kl(t, x, s, y) 
denote the integral kernel of T;. Then, there is a constant 1 < Co < 00 such 
that 
(2.16) 

On the other hand, there is afunction eo(t, x, s, y) = (1 , c.~ (t, x, s, y)) , which 
is smooth in the variables (s, t) uniformly over (x, y), so that if COl ~ I~=~II ~ 
Co' then 

(2.17) K1 = A n-I-2,u (Alx - yl) -!!jl- ! eir[,(t,x '';o)-'(s,y '';0)] c). (t , x, s, y, .) d. , 

where c;. vanishes unless • ~ A and 

(2.18) 

with Ck,a uniform over x, y. Furthermore. 

(2.19) 8t (rp(t, x, eo(t, x, s, y))) =1= 0, 8s (rp(s, y, c.o(t, x, s, y))) =1= O. 
End of proof of Proposition 2.4. We first show that T; satisfies the analogues of 
(2.13") and (2.15"). To this end, for each t and s let ~ s be the "frozen" 
operator ' 

T(,J(x) = ! K1(t, x, s, y)f(y)dy. 

By (2.11), since a E S:;;i, 1/3' ~,s is a Fourier integral operator of order -2p, 
and type (2/3, 1/3), with a canonical relation which is locally a canonical 
graph. Since such Fourier integrals of order zero and type (2/3, 1/3) are 
bounded on L 2 (Rn) , we have 

II~,JIIL2(1Il") ~ CA-2,u IIfllL2(R")' 

On the other hand, (2.17) and (2.18) imply that 

IK11 ~ CAn- 2,u(1 + Alt - sl)-!!jl- , 

yielding 
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By interpolation, we conclude that for 2 ::; q ::; 00 

(2.20) liT III "< C ).-2Jl ).2n(!-~) (1 + ).It - sD-(n-l)(t-~) II/II..!L . t,s Lq(JR) - Lq-I(R") 

If P, = 1/2 and q = 21n.~}) , as in (2.13"), this implies 
1+(...!!±L "-I) II ~ sill 2("+1) ::; Cit - sl- 2("+1) - 2(0+1) 11/11 2("+;) • 

, L "-I (Ill") L"+ (JR") 

By Minkowski's inequality, we next observe that 

II(TAlp)(t, ·)11 2(n+l) ::;/II~ sF(s, ·)11 2(n+;> ds 
L "-I (Ill") , L"- (JR") 

::; c/ It - sl-I+(~-2("~:» IIF(s, ·)11 2(HF ds. 
L"+ (R") 

The estimate (2.13/1) now follows by applying the Hardy-Littlewood inequality 
for fractional integrals (cf. [28, p. 26)). 

The proof of (2.15") is similar. If p, = 1 as in (2.15"), then for q ::; 21~;) , 
inequality (2.20) yields 

-1+e"-~~-4)L("-:-t-2n) II ~ sIIlLq(R") ::; Cit - sl 1I/11..!L . , Lq-I(R") 

If n~2 ::; q < n~3 ' then the exponent of It - sl is in the range (-1, 0], and 
we obtain (2.15") for such q by applying the Hardy-Littlewood inequality as 
above. If q = n~3 ' then (2.20) states 

_3(n-l) 

1I~,sIIlL~(IIl")::;C)'(I+).lt-sD 2n II/I1Lf!'3(R") 

For n ~ 4, we use Young's inequality to conclude 

II Tl FII -.2JL ::; c IIFII ~ . 
A L2L~(S) L2Ln+l(S) 

tXT I x T 

The proof of (2.14/1) requires an additional step. Condition (2.11) implies 
that for fixed Xl' Yl' the phase rp(t, x, <!) - rp(s, y, <!) is nondegenerate in 
the variables (t, s, x" , Y"). For each Xl and Y l ' we let TX1'YI be the frozen 
operator ( ) "/1 "" TxI'Y/ (t, X ) = KA (t, x, s, y) I(s, Y ) ds dy . 

The L 2 boundedness of Fourier integrals implies 

IITxl ,y/IIL~.xll ::; C).-2JlII/IIL~,xll . 
On the other hand, in view of (2.16)-(2.18), for each fixed X and y we have 

II / Kl (t , X, s, y) h(s) ds IIL2(dl) ::; c ).n-I-2Jl (1 + Alx, - y,D -9- II h IlL2(d/) • 

This implies 

IITXI,y/IIL"L; ::; C).n-I-2~(1 + ).Ix, - y,D-9- II/IIL!uL;. 
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which leads to (2.14//) by an application of the Hardy-Littlewood inequality. 0 

Proof of Lemma 2.5. We need to use stationary phase to evaluate 

Kl = ! ei(IJ(t ,x ,~)-i(IJ{s ,Y '~)(l - p(A 1/3 (t - s») poel/ A) a(t , x, e) a(s, y , ~) de . 

The critical points of the phase occur where Ix - yl ::::: It - sl. For some Co 
then, 

IV~fJ(t,x,~)-V~fJ(s,y,~)I:::::lt-sl+lx-YI2rl/3 if I~=:II f/. [C~I,CO]' 
Since a E S:;;~, 1/3 ' an easy integration by parts argument leads to (2.16). 

To handle the case Ix - yl ::::: It - sl, we introduce a cutoff function 
1f!(lx - Yi/it - sJ) for an appropriate bump function If!, and remark that this 
cutoff satisfies the estimates (2.18) for It-sl2 rl/3 . We next note that if x is 
written in geodesic polar coordinates about y, then the function e~ (t , x , s , y) 
determined by 

V'cfJ(t, x, (1, ('») - V'~"fJ(s, y, (1, ~//») = 0 , 

is smooth in the new coordinates. In particular, it is smooth in t and s, with 
uniform bounds on derivatives as x and y vary. Furthermore, 

I a l' ;://( 101/3 'f -1/3 
{)x,y{)s,t~ t,x,s,y)l:::; C",,/ 1 IX-YI2A . 

Statement (2.19) follows from the eikonal equations (2.11). By equation (2.11), 
we also see that 

det[{)tq1~II~1I (t , x, (1, (»)] ::::: 1. 
In the region Ix - yl ::::: It - sl , it follows that we can write 

q1(t, x, e) - q1(s , y, e) = Ix - yl <I>(t, x, s, y , ~) , 

where I det<l>~"e"1 ::::: 1 if ~I = 1. We now introduce new variables 

;: ;:// ( ;:// ( ) ~ 1 = 1" , ~ = 1" ~ + ~o t, x , s, y) , 
and for Ix - yl ::::: It - sl write 

K I(t ) = I n- I - 2tt !! iTlx-YI<l>(t,x,s,y,(I,'1+~~I» (t 1) )d d A. ,x, s, Y I\. e aA. ,x, S, .I, 1'/, 1" ~ 1", 

where the symbol aA. is supported in the region 1"::::: A, and satisfies 

I '" k I ¥-If {)t,S''1{)TaA.(t,x,s,y,~,1") :::;C""k A . 
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We want to apply stationary phase to the integral over 1'/, since the phase cf> is 
nondegenerate in this variable. To do this, we introduce the stretched variable 
m = T Ix - yl. The symbol obeys the following estimates, where 0 = Ix _ Y1 3/ 2 : 

laa ak ( I 1-1 )1 C laIl3(~,)-2k/3 I,s,,, wal t,x,s,Y,1'/, x-y m ~ k,a2 UA • 

By the following Lemma 2.6, we can write 

f iwq,(t,x,s,y,(I,,,+~~/» (t I I-I)d e al ,x, s, y , 11, x - Y m 11 

_ -(n-l)j2 iwq,(t,x,S,y,(I,~~/» (t ) - m e cl ,x, s, y, m , 
where 

I a k ( ) lal/3(~ -2k/3 a/,sawCl t, x, s, y, w I ~ Ck,a2 u2) . 
The conclusion of Lemma 2.5 follows by setting m = Ix - yl T. 0 

Lemma 2.6. Suppose that cf>( z , 0) E COO (JRm x ]Rd) is real, V 0 cf>( z , 0) = 0, 
Vocf>(z, 0) f 0 if 0 f 0, and 

Idetcf>~ol ~ co> 0 if 101 ~ 1. 
Suppose also that 

la;atcf>(z, 0)1 ~ Ca,p2Ial/3 Va., p. 
In addition, suppose that the symbol a(z, 0, w) vanishes when 101 ~ 1, and 
satisfies 

laa aY a k a(z 0 m)1 < C 2(lal+/yl)/3 (o2)-2k/3 V k a ~, 
z 0 W " - k,a,y , 'I' 

where on the support of al we have w ~ 22/ 3 . Then we can write 

1 iw(f)(z, 0) ( 0 ) d"O _ -d/2 jw(f)(z, O)b( ) e az, ,m -m e z,m, 
lRd 

where b satisfies 

la k aa b( ) 1 < C 21al/3 (o2)-2k/3 w z z, m - k,a ' 
with each of the constants depending only on Co and the size of finitely many of 
the constants Ca , p and Ck , a, Y above. In particular, the constants are uniform 
in 0 if 1 ~ 0 ~ 2-1 . 

A variation of this lemma was used by Grieser [3] in his related work. The 
lemma follows easily from the proof of the standard stationary phase lemma 
(see, e.g., [28, p. 45]). 

Proof of Proposition 2.3: The diffractive term. We begin by showing that, for 
xn ~ 0, the symbol q(x, <!) defined by (2.9) cart be written in the form 

q(x ,<!) = p(x, <!, '(x, <!)) , 
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where 

l!la oJ!lP!lk ( ): r) I < C ):1/6-lal+2k I3 -c X~/2~1- i1C1 3/2 
u~ ,UX'UX.P X,~, ~ _ a,j,p,k~1 e , 

for some c> o. Recall that f.' = (f.1, ... , f.n- I) , and that we are working in a 
small conic neighborhood of the positive f.1 axis. Since 

10;(1 -X)A+)(')I ~ Ck ,ee(tH )I'13
/
i \:Ie> 0, 

1 
and the symbols a(x, f.) and b(x, f.) belong to Sf 0' the above fact will follow 
hy showing that, in the region ,(x, e) ~ -2, ' 

~i ('o(f.») = p(x, c.', '(x, f.») , 
+ 

where 

(2.21) 10aoJop ok ~( ):, r) 1< C ):-lal+2kI3 -CX~/2~1-(~-Il)1C13/2 
" , x' x.p x, .. ,~ - a,j,p,k,ll"l e . 

At xn = 0, one has ,= '0. Furthermore, ax , < o. It follows that 
• 

'0 (x , f.) ~ '(x, f.) + C xn f.~/3 , 

for some positive constant c. In the region '(x, e) ~ 2, we therefore have by 
the asymptotics of the Airy functions that 

(2.22) ( ~~ yml (Co) "Ck •• e ~<x~"" ~(I ~.lI'(x . "I'" 

We introduce a new variable 

1"(x, f.) = e:/3 '(x, e) . 
At xn = 0, one has T = -f.n ' so that we can write en = a(x, e' , 1") , where a 
is homogeneous of degree 1 in (f.', 1"). We thus set 

~ , Ai (-1/3 '1/3) p(x, e , ') = A -el a(x, e ,e l ') . 
+ 

The estimates (2.21) will follow by showing that 

I a j P k Ai (-1/3 ') I o"oT Ox,ox. A+ -'I a(x, f. , 1") 
(2.23) 

For k = 0, the estimates (2.23) follow from (2.22), together with the fact that 

lOa oj oP (_):-1/3 ( ):, ») / < C ():2/3 + ):-1/31 I) ):-IQI-j 
~' T x' ~I a x, ~ , T _ a,p ,j xn~1 ~ 1" "'I ' 

which, in tum, holds by homogeneity, together with the fact that a(x, e' , T) = 0 
if xn = 1" = o. If k > 0, the estimate (2.23) follows by observing that the effect 
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of differentiating in xn is similar to multiplying by a symbol of order i. This 
concludes the proof of (2.21). 

We now take the Fourier transform of the symbol p(x, e;, C) in C to write 
the Schwartz kernel of the diffractive term S in the form 

I i8(x,e)+itel+ise;2'3'(x,e)+is3/Je~-(y,e> ( J' J'-2/3 )d dJ' e a x, ,. , "1 S S ,., 

where 

I a j P k ( ;: ;:-2/3 ) I ae as ax,axn a x, ... , "1 S 

< c. e;-1/2- la l-2jJ3+2k/3 e -c X!,2e1 (e;-2/3 s) -N 'V N . 
- a,j,p,k,N I. 1 

Proceeding now as for the main term, we reduce matters to considering the 
operator 

Sf(t, x) = I ei,(t.x .e) c(t, x, e;) j(e;) de; , 

where now 
(2.24) 

uniformly over xn • 
It suffices to establish estimates (2.2'), (2.3'), and (2.4') uniformly for the 

operator S;., which is defined by dyadically localizing to e;1 ~ ;.. If c;. is the 
dyadic symbol obtained, then using the freezing arguments behind the proof of 
the estimates for ~,we conclude that 

IIS;.fll ::;111 ei,(t.x ,e) c;. (t , x' , 0, e;) j(c;) de; II 
+ I III ei,(t ,x .e) (axn c;.)(t , x' , r, e;) j(c;) de; II dr , 

where 1/ • " is any of the desired function space norms. Since the symbols 
';:) -2/3 ,4/3 2 , J') c;.(t,x,O,,. and;' (1+11. r)(axc;.)(t,x,r,,. 

n 

are, by (2.24), symbols of order ° and type (2/3, 1/3), with uniform esti-
mates over r, the estimates for the diffractive term also follow from Proposition 
2.4. 0 

3. THE CRITICAL SEMILINEAR WAVE EQUATION 
OUTSIDE CONVEX OBSTACLES 

Let 0 = R\l9' , where 19' is compact, with smooth, strictly convex boundary 
(for the Euclidean metric). If.:1 here denotes the R,3 Laplacian and 0 = 
a2t/at2 -.d, we shall be concerned with the critical semilinear wave equation 
in R+ x 0: 

(3.1 ) {
DU=-US , 1>0, 
u(O, x) = f(x) E COO(O) , 
u(t,x)=O, XEaO. 

atU(O, x) = g(x) E COO (0) , 
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We assume in what follows, for the sake of simplicity, that the data (f, g) 
is real. Otherwise, one would have to replace the first part of the equation 
by Ou = -luI4u, and modify the regularity assertions accordingly to take into 
account the lack of regularity of u -; lul 4u at u = o. 

Because of the boundary, one needs to impose certain compatibility condi-
tions on the data for solutions to be smooth. To state these conditions, we 
define a collection of functions IfIj on Q as follows. Set 

lfIo = f, IfIl = g . 

We now recursively define IfIj such that, if the function it has the following 
Taylor expansion in t, 

_ 00 t j 

u(t, x) '" L IfIj(X)l ' 
j=O J. 

then Oit + it5 vanishes to infinite order at t = o. This is seen to determine IfIj 

uniquely, and IfIj is then a nonlinear function of the data (f, g), involving 
derivatives of order up to j of f, and of order up to j - 1 of g. 

Definition. We say that the data (f, g) satisfies the compatibility conditions 
to order k if, for 0 ::; j ::; k, the functions IfIj vanish on an. We say that the 
data satisfies the compatibility conditions to infinite order if all the IfIj vanish 
on an. 

In addition to our assumption that the data is smooth and real, we shall 
assume that it satisfies the compatibility conditions to infinite order. Notice 
that the last is always satisfied if both f and g vanish near a Q . 

Grillakis [4] showed that, for the free wave operator in ]R1+3, the associated 
critical semilinear wave equation has a smooth solution if the data is smooth. 
Earlier special cases of this result were obtained by Rauch [22] and Struwe [33]. 
Here we shall show that this result extends naturally to the setting of the wave 
equation outside of a convex obstacle. Specifically, by using the Pecher-type 
estimates of Corollary 2.2 and ideas from Grillakis [5] and Shatah and Struwe 
[231, we shall prove the following 

Theorem 3.1. Assume that the real data if, g) E Coo(n) satisfies the compati-
bility conditions to infinite order. Then there is a global COO solution to (3.1). 

Using the finite propagation speed of 0, we can assume that our data (f, g) 
vanishes when Ixi is large. At the end of this section we shall show that, if we 
fix such data, there must be a local smooth solution in a strip; that is, there must 
be a to > 0 and a solution u E COO ([0, to) x Q) to (3.1). Just as in the free 
case (see, e.g., [34]), we shall also show that, if lui is uniformly bounded by any 
finite constant in this strip, then u can be smoothly extended to a larger strip 
([0, t'1 x Q) , t' > to. Just as in [221, [4], [5], [23], therefore, our strategy will be 
to obtain pointwise bounds for u in any such strip. Specifically, we shall prove 
the following result, which for the reasons just stated implies Theorem 3.1. 
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Theorem 3.1' . Suppose that u E COO ([0, to) x Q) solves (3.1), with data (f, g) 
as above. Then, if Xo E n, u must be bounded in a neighborhood of (to' xo) , 
and hence u E Loo([O, to) x Q). 

To prove this we shall require several lemmas. The first is standard and 
says that the energy associated with our equation is conserved; furthermore, 
the energy inside spatial cross-sections of a backwards light cone is monotonic 
decreasing in time. 
Lemma 3.2. If u E COO ([0, to) x n) is a solution to (3.1), with data (f, g) as 
above, then 

(3.2) 

is equal to a fixed constant Eo < 00 for all 0 ::; t < to' Additionally, if 0 ::; s < 
t < to' Xo E Q, and J ~ 0, then 

(3.3) 

2 2 
[ IV' xu(t, x)1 + IOtu{t , x)1 1 6( )] d 

2 + (;u t, x x f 
xEn 

Ix·-xol<to-t+o 

< f 
xEn 

Ix-xol<to -s+o 

We shall also require the following nontrivial decay lemma, which generalizes 
Struwe's [33] Euclidean version, and states that the L 6 part of the energy cannot 
concentrate at any point (xo' to) . 

Lemma 3.3. If u is as above and Xo E n, then 

(3.4) lim f iu6(t,x)dx=0. 
I/to 

xEn 
Ix-xol<lo-t 

We postpone the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 for the moment. The first 
step in the proof of Theorem 3.1' is the following lemma, which uses Holder's 
inequality along with (3.4) and Corollary 2.2, to control certain mixed space-
time norms of u over the backwards cone 

K = {(t, x) E [0, to) x n : Ix - xol < to - t}. 
Lemma 3.4. Let u be as above. Then 

.lL 
U E Lr6 L;(K) , if 6 ::; q < 00 . 

Proof. Holder's inequality implies that if 6 < q < ql ' then L;/'!r, L; c L'; L; n 
~ L1q,- L;'. Since u E Lc;o L! by conservation of energy, it therefore suffices to 

check that 

(3.5) 
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where K is as above. Then, since u is smooth and has relatively compact 
support in [0, to) x Q, it suffices to show that for some fixed 0 < SI < to' one 
has 

sup IIuli I!:r, < 00, if 10 ~ q < 00. 
s2E(SI ,to) L,q- L~(K:n 

To establish this inequality, we observe that Corollary 2.2 and domain of 
dependence considerations imply 

where Eo denotes the energy of u. If q > 10, another application of Holder's 
inequality yields 

and consequently 

Given e > 0, (3.4) implies that we can choose SI close enough to to so that 

5-1!:r, 
CqlluIILoo";6(K'O) < e. 

t x $1 

If we choose 
_-1L ( )1--1L e < 2 q-6 C E q-6 

q 0 ' 

then the following standard lemma implies that 

IIull I!:r, < 2Cq EO ' L,q- L~(K:~) 

giving us (3.5) and finishing the proof. 0 

Lemma 3.5. Let 0 < Co < 00 and suppose that 0 ~ yes) E C([a, b)), with 
yea) = 0, satisfies 

yes) ~ Co + ey(sl. 

Then if e < r Y C~-Y it follows that 

yes) < 2Co ' s E [a, b). 
Proof. Since Co + eX)' - x < 0 if e < r)' C~-Y and x = 2Co ' it follows that 

o ~ Co + eX)' - x Vx E [0, xo] ===} Xo < 2Co' 

Since yes) must be ~ the supremum of such xO ' the lemma follows. 0 
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End ofProofofTheorem 3.1'. We shall use the following special case of Lemma 
3.4: 

4 12 
U E LtLx (K). 

Since O(Otu) = _5u4 0tU, and 0tU vanishes on an, estimate (2.5) with q = 6 
implies that, if 0 ~ s < t < to ' then 

4 
lI otu lIL;", L!(K;J ~ C(s) + cllu 0tuIIL:L;(K;J 

4 
~ C(s) + clluIIL:L~2(K;)lIotUIIL;"'L!(K:J' 

Hence, if s is close enough to to so that ClluII1:L~2(K:J < 1/2, we conclude that 
0tU E L'; L~(K:) with norm bounded by 2C(s) for all t E (s, to) , which yields 

If Xo is interior to Q, a similar argument can be applied to show that V' xU E 

L';L!(K), and from this and HOlder's inequality we could conclude that the 
total energy of U cannot concentrate at (to' xo) : 

(3.6) lim 
1/'10 f 

If Xo E an, however, this argument breaks down since V' xU does not vanish 
on an, and we cannot apply (2.5) to estimate it. 

Instead, for any Xo E n we may apply the energy inequality to the equation 
O(Otu) = -5u4 0tU to obtain 

( f 

Since the last terms are bounded by previous arguments, we conclude that 

(3.7) 

We now write 
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and conclude that 

( f 2 ) 1/2 IVt,xu(t, x)1 dx 

~( f 
The second term on the right is made small by taking (to - s) small. Since 
u(t, x) is smooth for t < to' the first term on the right vanishes as t --+ to' 
Thus, the left side goes to 0 as t --+ to' and together with (3.4) we conclude that 
(3.6) holds for Xo E an as well. 

Therefore, given e > 0, we can find a 0 < tl < to so that 

f [t IVt ,xU(t l ' x)1 2 + iu\t l ' x)] dx < e12. 
xED 

Ix-xol<to-t 

By dominated convergence, there is a 0 > 0 so that 

f [t IVt ,xuCtI ' x)1 2 + i u6(t l ' x)] dx < e , 
XED 

Ixo- x l<6+to-tl 

which, by the monotonicity of energy (3.3), yields 

Let 

f i u6(t,x)dx<e, tl~t<to' 
xED 

IX-XoI<6+to-t 

K6 = {(t, x) E [0, to) x n : Ix - xol < 0 + to - t}. 
For e sufficiently small, we can repeat the proof of Lemma 3.4 with K replaced 
by K6 , to conclude that 

4 12 r,b 
U E LtLx (A ). 

We can now argue as before to conclude that 

00 6 ( 6) atu E Lt Lx K . 

If Xo is interior to n, a similar argument shows that V xU E L'; L!(K6 ) , 

which implies u E L 00 (K6/2) by Sobolev's theorem. 
For Xo E an, an additional argument is needed since V xU does not vanish 

on an. First, the proof of (3.7) now yields 

(3.8) 
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Let K;,t = KO n ([S, t] X n) . The estimates (2.5) imply that 
4 

!lOtUIIL~L!O(K:./) :$ CEo + Cllu 0tUIlL:L;(K:,,) 
4 

:$ CEo + ClluIIL:L!O(K:,,) 1I0tuIlL:L!o(K:,,)' 

Since 
L OO L 6 (KO) n L 4L I2(KO) C LSL1o(KO) UE txt X - t X ' 

we see from this that the left side is :$ 2CEo for s close to to' Consequently, 
0tU E L~L!o(KO) ~ L:L!o(Ko) , which implies that 

00 to( 0) U E L t Lx K . 

Since 0t2U - AxU + US = 0, this along with (3.8) yields 

AxU E L'; L;(Ko) . 

Since U satisfies Dirichlet boundary conditions, elliptic regularity implies U E 
L OO (Ko/2 ) , which completes the proof. 0 

We still need to prove Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. The first one is the easiest and 
its proof will serve as a model for the proof of Lemma 3.3. 

Proof of Lemma 3.2. To prove the conservation of energy one mUltiplies both 
sides of the equation Ou + US = 0 by 0tU to obtain the identity 

(3.2') a (IOtUI 2 + IV xUI2 IUI 6 ) _ d' (a v ) = 0 t 2 + 6 tv x tU xU . 

Thus, 

I 2 2 6 o=Otk( °tul ~IVxUI + I~ )dx-k divx{otuVxu}dx, 

and since the last term is always zero, by the divergence theorem, due to the 
fact that 0tU = 0 on an and u(t, x) = 0 for Ixl > C + t, we see that (3.2') 
implies that (3.2) must be constant, as desired. 

To prove the other half of Lemma 3.2 we need to define the energy flux across 
part of the domain of dependence of a point. 

To do this, we first need to introduce some more notation. First of all, if 
0:$ S < t < to' and if K! is as above, let M: denote the "mantle" associated 
with K!: 

M; = oK; n {(s, t) x Q) . 
Also, let du denote the induced Lebesgue measure on M: and let v = v(r, x) 
denote the outward unit normal through (r, x) E M:. If we then let e(u) be 
the vector field arising from (3.2'), 

( ) = ( lotul2 + IV x ul2 lul6 -a V ) e u 2 + 6' tU xU , 
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we can define the "energy flux" across M:: 
Flux (U, M:) = f (e(u) , v) da. 1M' s 

905 

Since u = atu = 0 on an, if we integrate (3.2') over K: we arrive at the "flux 
identity": 

(3.3') 

! 
xEn 

Ix-xol<lo-t+& 

2 2 
[ IV' xu(t ,x)1 + 18tu(t , x)1 1 6( )] d Fl ( Mt) 2 +"6u t, x x + ux u, s 

f 
xEn 

Ix-xol<to-S+o 

2 2 
[ IV' xu(s ,x)1 + latu(s, x)I 1 6( )] d 

2 +"6u s, x x. 

It is easy to check that 
(e(u) , v) ~ O. 

Hence, Flux (u, M:) ~ O. Therefore (3.3') implies (3.3), which completes the 
proof. 0 

Proof of Lemma 3.3. We follow [5], [23] and [33]. The main difference is that 
we have to make sure that in the proof the terms arising from the boundary 
have the correct sign. 

For the sake of notation it is convenient to shift (to' xo) E R x Q to the 
origin. We then want to use an identity of Morawetz (see [20]). Specifically, by 
multiplying the equation Du + u5 = 0 by tUt + x . V' xU + u, one arrives at the 
identity 

where 

Q ~ IU/ + IV' xUl2 lul6 X V' 
- 2 + 6 + u1t ' xu, 

P = ~ ( IU/- IV' xul2 _ lul6 
) + V' u (u + ~ . V' u + !!.) 

t 2 6 x t tXt' 

We want to integrate the Morawetz identity over the truncated cones KJ. 
To apply the divergence theorem we note that 

T ( T) T aKs = ([S, T] x aQ)nKs U Ms U DT U Ds ' 

if DT = {x E n: Ixl < -T}, Thus, if van denotes the outward unit normal 
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for n, 
(3.9) 
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0= /, (TQ + utu) dx - /, (SQ + utu) dx + ~ f T (tQ + utu + X . P) da 
DT Ds v21Ms 

+ 1 van' [-tP]da + ~ 1 u6 dtdx. 
(IS, nxan )nKJ KJ 

Clearly the last term is nonnegative. We claim that the same is true for the 
second to last one. More specifically, we claim that 

(3.10) -tv· P ~ 0, 

if v = Van' To see this, we note that on [S, T] x an, 
V'xU=(OIJU)V' u=ut=o. 

Thus, 

yielding 
1 2 -tv· P = -:2(V . x) (OIJU) , 

and since v is the normal pointing into the convex obstacle, V· x ~ 0 when 
x E an, giving us (3.10). 

Using Holder's inequality and the conservation of energy, it is not hard to 
see that the first term in (3.9) tends to zero as T/'O. Thus, 

=I+II. 

The next step is to realize that since t = -Ixl on M2, we can rewrite the 
last term as 

If we parameterize M~ by 

Q3Y-'(-IYI,Y), IYI~ISI, 

and let v(y) = u(-Iyl, y), then da = V2dy and 
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Thus, a calculation gives 
2 

II f { Iy' Vvl y. Vv } d 
= - l{YEo: IYI~ISI} Iyl + ViYI y 

f I 2 = - -ly,Vv+vl dy 
{yEO: IYI~ISI} Iyl 

+ f [V2 + V y , Vv ] dy 
1 {YEO: IYI~ISI} Iyl Iyl . 

But if one integrates by parts and uses the fact that v = 0 on on, one sees 
that 

2 
f v y . Vv dy = ! f v 2 d(J _ f ~ dy. 

l{YEr!: IYI~ISI} Iyl 2 l{YEo.: IYI=ISI} l{YEO: IYI~ISI} Iyl 
So if we switch back to the original coordinates, we have the desired conclusion 
that 

(3.11 ) 1 1 1 1 12 1 f 2 II = '" t lU, + x . V xU + U d(J + 218 U d(J. 
v2 ~ 8Ds 

To handle I, we first rewrite it as 
2 6 ! [ {I 2 1 x 2 X • V xU 1 U lUI} - S -u +-Iv u+-ul - u---+-

Ds 2 I 2 x Ixl2 Ixl2 21xl2 6 

+ ut(x . V xU + u) ] dx. 
But, as above, integration by parts gives 

! XI! u2 11 1 2 U-2 . Vxudx + 2 -2 dx ="2 jSI U d(J. 
Ds Ixl Ds Ixl 8Ds 

Thus, 
(3.12) 

as 

11 2 1= - - U d(J 
2 8D s 

6 ! { [ 1 2 1 x 2 lui] } + -S -2 ut + -2 1 V xU + -2 u 1 + -6 - U,(X . V xU + u) dx 
Ds Ixi 

11 2 l lu,6 > - - U d(J - S - dx 
- 2 8D D 6 ' s s 

1 2 1 X 12] lu,(x . V xU + u)1 ::; -S [ 2uI + 21 V xU + /X/2 U . 

Combining (3.9), (3.11), and (3.12) gives 
6 

-S f /~ dx + ~ f ~ 1 lU, + x . V xU + u 12 dx ::; 0 , 
1Ds v2 1~ 
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and hence 

Therefore, 

1 lul6 0 0 1/3 
Tdx:::; CFlux (u, Ms) + CFlux (u, Ms) , 

Ds 

and since the flux identity, (3.3'), and the monotonicity of local energy, (3.3), 
imply that the right side goes to zero as S / 0, the proof of (3.4) is com-
plete. 0 

Local existence and regularity in (1 +3)-dimensions. Here we shall complete the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. We must show that locally in time there is always a 
smooth solution to (3.1) if the compatibility conditions are satisfied, and that, 
if 

u E Loo([O, to) x Q) n COO ([0 , to) x Q), to < 00, 
then u can be extended to a smooth solution in a larger strip. 

If the data is as in Theorem 3.1, by Borel's Lemma, we can find a function 
U E Coo(lR x Q) vanishing on lR x Q so that, at t = 0, U has Taylor expansion 

00 t j L Iffj(x) 1 ' 
. 0 J. 
j= 

with the Iff} being the functions occurring in the compatibility condition for 
the data. If we then let 

(3.13) ( ) { -Ou - a5 , t ~ 0, v t, x = 
0, t<O, 

it follows that 

(3.14) v E Coo(lR x Q) and v = 0 on (-00,0] x Q. 

Let 

( 3.15) 

Then F satisfies 

(3.16) 

F(t, x, w) = (u(t, X»)5 - (u(t, x) + W)5 . 

{
FE COO (lR x Q x lR) , 
F(t, x, 0) = 0 , 

IF(o)(t ,x, w)1 :::; Co(R) , if Iwl :::; R. 
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For the sake of notation, if w is a function on R x Q we shall abbrevi-
ate F(t, x, w(t, x)) by F(w). We shall be interested in local existence and 
regularity for the inhomogeneous equation with zero data 

(3.17) {
Ow = F (w) + v , 
w(t, x) = 0, t ~ 0, 
w(t, x) = 0, x E aQ , 

assuming that v and F satisfy (3.14) and (3.16), respectively. Notice that if 
v and F are given by (3.13) and (3.15), respectively, then u = U + w solves 
our original equation (3.1). Thus local existence and regularity for (3.1) is 
equivalent to local existence and regularity for (3.17). 

To proceed we need to make another definition. 

Definition. Let 
k k VT = VT(lR x Q) 

be the subspace of n~=o Ck - i (( -00, T]; Hi (Q)) consisting of functions which 
vanish on (-00,0] x Q. For k ~ I, we let V;,d = V;'d(JR. x Q) denote the 
subspace of functions which in addition vanish on (-00, T] x aQ. 

Here Hi (Q) is the Sobolev space of restrictions to Q of elements in Hi (JR.3) , 
where the latter is the inhomogeneous L 2 Sobolev space involving j deriva-
tives. (See [7, Appendix B.2].) 

The basic estimate for the linear inhomogeneous wave equation which we 
shall require is the following 

Lemma 3.6. Suppose that k ~ 0, and that G E V; . Set w = 0 if t :S: 0 and 

1t sins..;=A 
w(t, .)= ..;=A G(t-s, ·)ds, t>O. 

o -.1 

'h k+1 d T. en w E VT d ' an 
IIw lIv-k+1 :S: Co(T) IIG IIv.k • 

T,d T 

Also, for T:S: 1, Co (T) = O( T) . 
Proof. The operator 

sins..;=A 
..;=A 

is bounded from L2(Q) to the subspace of HI(Q) of functions which vanish 
on a Q, with operator norm bounded by a constant times 1 + s. I t follows that 

WE Ck((_oo, T]; HI(Q)) , 

and that w vanishes on ((-00, 0] x Q ) u (R x aQ ). We can integrate by parts 
to write 
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where at-I) is a primitive of G with respect to t. It follows that 

w E ChI ( -00, Tl; L2(0)). 

In each case, the norm is O( T) for T ~ 1 . If k = 0, we are done. For k ;::: I , 
we proceed inductively. Suppose that j ~ k - I , and that we have shown 

WE Ck+l-j(_oo, Tl; Hj(O)) n Ck-j(_oo, Tl; Hj+I(O)) , 

with norm O(T) if T ~ 1. For each fixed t, w(t, x) is a distributional 
solution in HI (0) to the equation 

2 l1w(t, x) = 0t w(t , x) - G(t, x) , 

which vanishes on 00. If j ~ k - 2 , the right side is in the space 

Ck - I - j (-00, T]; Hj(O)) n C k - 2- j (-00, T]; Hj+I(O)) , 

and, if j = k - 1 , it is in the space 

C(-oo, T]; nk-1(Q)). 

Furthermore, the norm of the right side is O( T) if T ~ I ; this holds by the 
induction assumption for Ot2W, and holds for G since 0tG is bounded in the 
norm. By elliptic regularity, we conclude that, if j ~ k - 2 , then 

WE Ck-I-j(_oo, T]; Hj+2(0)) n Ck- 2- j (_00, Tl; ni+\O)) , 

and if j = k - I , then 

WE C(-oo, T]; Hh1(Q)) , 

in each case with norm O( T) if T ~ I. 0 

Next we shall use Lemma 3.6 to prove the following result which will be used 
in showing that our local solutions to (3.17) are smooth if they are bounded in 
a strip. 

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that W E V~ satisfies 

l tsinsR 
w(t, .)= R (F(w(t-s, .))+v(t-s, .))ds, 

o -11 
and suppose that there is a constant R such that Iw (t , x) I ~ R on (-00, T] x Q . 
If v E V; , then w E v;~ci ' and 

IIwllv.k+l ~ C(T,R, IIwllv.0' IIvllv.k). 
T,d T T 

Proof. We shall show that, if w E V; ,and if Iw(t, x)1 ~ R, then F(w) E V; , 
with norm bounded by C(R, IIwllv.k). The lemma then follows by Lemma 3.6 

T 
and induction. 

The case k = 0 is trivial, and the case k = 1 follows easily from the fact 
that L 00 (0) n nl (0) is an algebra under pointwise multiplication. For k = 2, 
we can deduce 

F(w) E C2(_00, T]; L2(0)) n d(-oo, T]; H1(0)) 
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from the fact that 8 2(0.) is an algebra, and is also a space of bounded mul-
tipliers on 8 1(Q). In showing that (}t2F(W) E C(-oo, 0]; L\Q») , the only 
nontrivial term to consider is 

" 2 F (w) (OtW) . 

The term F"(w) is bounded, and the square of a function in H1(Q) belongs 
to L2. 

Now assume k ~ 3. We expand 0/ F (w) as a sum of terms of the form 

F(Cl)(W) IT (o:w)m; , 
i~j 

where I: i mj ~ j. We need to show that such a product belongs to 

C(-oo, T]; Hk-j(Q»). 

The term F(Cl)(W) belongs to C( -00, T]; 8 k (Q» . The product ofterms with 
k - i ~ 2 belongs to 

C(-oo, T]; 8 k - j (Q») n C(-oo, T]; 8 2(Q») , 

by the algebra property. Each of these terms is a bounded multiplier on nk - j , 

so it suffices to consider the product over i with k - i ~ 1. For k ~ 3, this 
consists of a single term 0: u, which belongs to C ( ( -00, T]; nk - j (Q») since 
i ~ j. 0 

Using Lemma 3.6 it is not hard to prove that there is local existence for 
(3.17): 

Lemma 3.8. Suppose that v E Vi.. Then there exist 0 < T ~ To and a function 
o 

w E V;, d' which satisfies 

1t sinsv'-~ 
w(t, .)= .;=x (F(w(t-s, ·»+v(t-s, .»)ds. 

o -~ 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume To.~ 1. We construct w as a 
fixed point of the map 

1t sinsv'-~ 
K(w) = ~(F(W)(t-s, ·)+v(t-s, .»)ds. 

o -~ 

Similar arguments to those used in the proof of Lemma 3.7 show that, if 

max (IiUllvi ' IIWllvi) ~ R, 

then 
IIF(u) - F(w)IIv.2 ~ C(R)lIu - wllv.2. 

T T 
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It follows from Lemma 3.6 that 
IIK(u) - K(w)IIv.2 ~ C1 (R) T lIu - wllv.2 , 

T,d T 

uniformly for T ~ To' Suppose that v E Vi:. By Lemma 3.6, Wo = K(O) 
o 

satisfies IIwollv.2 ~ R = Co(To)lIvllv.' . If C1 (2R) T ~ 1/2, then the iterated 
TO TO 

sequence w j +1 = K(wj) is Cauchy in the 2R ball of V;'d; and converges to a 
fixed point. 0 

End of proof of Theorem 3.1. Since, as we noted before, equations (3.1) and 
(3.17) are equivalent, if F and v are given by (3.13) and (3.15) and u = 
U + w, we see that Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 imply that there is a local smooth 
solution to (3.1). Therefore, we just need to see that Theorem 3.1' implies 
Theorem 3.1. So let us suppose that the data (f ,g) E Coo(.Q) vanishes for 
large Ixl and satisfies the compatibility conditions to infinite order. Then if 
u E COO ([0 , to) x Q)nLoo([O, to) x.Q) solves (3.1), we need to show that u can 
be extended to a smooth solution in a larger strip. To see this we first note that 
Lemma 3.7 implies that u in fact belongs to COO ([0, to] x .Q). Also, if we let 

fa = ult=to ' go = 0tult=to ' 

then the smooth data (fa, go) at t = to satisfy the compatibility conditions to 
infinite order. Indeed, we must have 

IfIj = 0/ ult=to ' 

and this vanishes on 0.Q since u vanishes on [0, to] x 0 Q. If we apply Lemmas 
3.7 and 3.8 again we see that we can locally solve (3.1) with data (fa, go) at 
t = to and hence obtain a solution U E Coo([O, t 1) x Q) to (3.1) for some 
tl > to' 0 

4. EIGENFUNCTION ESTIMATES 

Let (Mn , g) be an n-dimensional compact manifold with strictly geodesi-
cally concave boundary. As before, we assume that n ~ 2. The purpose of 
this section is to find a natural extension of a recent result of Grieser [3], by 
showing that the sharp L q estimates of the second author [27] for the spectral 
projection operators on Riemannian manifolds without boundary hold in the 
present setting. 

As before, let I1..g be the Dirichlet Laplacian on Mn. Then the eigenvalues, 
Aj , of .; -l1..g are positive and tend to +00. Here we shall be concerned with 
estimates for the spectral projection operator 

'X;..! = L: e/f), 
).jE(l-l,l] 

if e/f) denotes the projection of f onto the eigenspace of J -l1..g with eigen-
value Aj • 

The goal of this section is to prove the following 
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Theorem 4.1. Let X;. be as above. Then 

(4.1) IIx;.JIILq(Mn) ~ CAn(!-;)-! IIJIIL2(M') ' 2~n~p:5 q :5 00 , 

and 
n-l (1 1) 21 ".'-'! \ 

(4.2) IIx;.JIILq(Mn) ~ CA --r ;!- q IIJIIL2(Mn) , 2 ~ q :5 ~. 

Furthermore, these estimates are a/ways sharp in the sense that if a(q) denotes 
the power oj A in (4.1) or (4.2), then 

(4.3) 

Grieser [3] proved this result for n = 2. He also showed that the estimate 
with q = 00 holds for all n, so in what follows we shall consider only finite q. 
The sharpness statement, (4.3), follows from arguments for manifolds without 
boundary in [28, Chapter 5]. Notice that (4.1) and (4.2) also give estimates for 
individual eigenfunctions, i.e., if -!J.gfj = ).~fj , then 

(4.4) 

Unlike the estimates for "quasi-modes", (4.1) and (4.2), the bounds in (4.4) 
need not be the best possible as Aj --+ +00. 

We first observe that it suffices to prove (4.1), since the estimates of (4.2) 
follow by interpolating between the trivial L 2 --+ L2 estimates for X;., and the 
estimate (4.1) with q = 2~n~!!) • 

We now show that the estimates (4.1) follow from the same estimates for 
certain "approximate spectral projection" operators X;., which in turn require 
only small-time estimates for the Cauchy problem. First notice that (4.1) with 
q < 00 is equivalent to the dual estimate 

(4.5) 2(n+l) < q < 00 . 
n-l -

Now fix 0 # h E C~(R.) with supp he [0, 1] and let 

X;.J = f e-itAh(t)/t"'/-Ag J dt = h(A - J-!J.g)J. 

By Plancherel's theorem, estimates (4.5) are then a consequence of the estimates 

2(n+l) < q < 00 
n-I - , 

since the L 2 norm of (J -.:1g ) -u X;.J is dominated by the sum of a fixed number 

of L2 norms of (J-!J.g)-uX"j/' with 12 -).1 smaller than a fixed constant. 
Exploiting duality once more, we conclude that inequality (4.1) for q < 00 

would follow from . 

(4.1') 2(n+!) < q < 00. 
n-I -
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Theorem 2.1 actually yields the stronger estimate 
(4.1") 

II s~pl (J-tJ.g )-II(!-~)+!X.J(X) IIILq(Mn ) ::::; Cq IIfIlL2(Mn) , 2~1I!11)::::; q < 00. 

To see this, notice that, since supp h c [0, I], one has 

1 (J-tJ.g )-II(!-!)+! x;.f(x) 1 

= 1/ e-it;'h(t)(J-tJ.g)-II(!-~)+t(eity'-Agf)(x)dtl 
::::; IIhllL2 . (lo l l (J-tJ.g )-II(!-!)+! (ei1y'-Ag f) (x) 12 dt r/2. 

Thus the left side of (4.1") is controlled by 

II (J -tJ.g ) -II(!-i)+!eity'-Ag f IIL~L;(MnX[O' I]) • 

Theorem 2.1 implies that this in tum is bounded by a constant times the L 2 

norm of f. 0 

Final Remarks. It would be interesting to know to what extent the results of 
this paper hold for domains in RII with nonconcave boundaries. A counterex-
ample of Grieser [3] shows that the eigenfunction estimates (4.1), and hence 
the estimates (2.4), can break down near a strictly convex boundary point if 
q < (6n+4)j(3n -4). Using a related construction it was shown by the authors 
in [26] that the Strichartz estimates (2.2) can also break down, even on mani-
folds without boundary, if the coefficients of the operator are not C I , I . It is 
not known, however, whether (2.2) and (2.3) fail, for instance, when n c ]RII 
is a bounded convex domain. 
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